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I'm on my mobile and noticed it's hard to find Omar's reading list: you will find it posted as a comment under his photo.

13 hours ago via iPhone · Like · Comment

Karen Walton likes this.

Hello, Thursday.

Mar 10, 2011 1:55pm
Length: 1:37

Karin Bookatz Lewis, Vladimir Lysak and Janet McLeod like this.

Raoul Bhaneja go Jeff... it is March 10th!!! It is!! Keep it up bro!
12 hours ago

Phil Collins Day Parade
www.youtube.com
The Phil Collins Day Parade in Brooklyn.

17 hours ago · Like · Comment
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A Healing Motion
A bill that aims to save lives, stays alive. Bill C-393 passed last night to applause in the House of Commons. The private member’s bill, first brought forward by a former NDP MP and carried forward by Ottawa MP Paul Dewar, aims to improve Canada’s system of supplying affordable life-saving drugs to developing countries...
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Radical Hearings
Today marked the first day of hearings in Washington D.C. on "The Extent of Radicalization in the American Muslim Community and That Community’s Response" called by Homeland Security Committee Chairman Peter King...
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EDUCATING OMAR
He’s been detained for much of his life without access to schooling. Now, Omar Khadr is six weeks into an education program designed specifically for him. As It Happens speaks with Lt. Col. Jon Jackson, Khadr’s military trial lawyer, and Arlette Zinck, an English professor from King’s University College in Edmonton. Sh...

See More
Lorena Duran: As a teacher this story really touched me and reminded me of the power of education and teachers who care. Thanks for being his teachers!

10 hours ago

Judy Gook: What a fortunate young man to have this diverse collection of books stacked close by. And what good fortune that he is eager to read and learn.

10 hours ago

CBC As It Happens: Deadly Afghanistan

Today the journal Science published a story about Afghan civilian deaths. According to the NATO led International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) 2,537 Afghan civilians were killed over the past two years. But yesterday, the UN put that number 5,191...

19 hours ago · Like · Comment

CBC As It Happens: Video Killed the Radio Star.

Video: James O'Keefe “Punks” NPR « Nice Deb

nicedeb.wordpress.com

In this production, Senior VP of Development of the NPR Foundation, Ron Schiller, is shown discussing a potential donation from a phony Muslim Brotherhood front group set-up by O'Keefe's team. While discussing the importance of NPR, Mr. Schiller expresses his views on conservatives, the Tea Party...
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You Feelin' It, Chicken??
Here's something most of us probably would rather not think about, given how most of their lives go: Chickens may be able to empathize. Thus suggests a new study from the University of Bristol's Veterinary school which measures adult chickens' reaction to mild stress in their chicks. Carol speaks with Joanne...
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Pony Up and Wait.
Canadian immigration hopefuls are handing over their dough and then waiting years - currently as many as nine - before their cases are looked at. Meanwhile, Citizenship and Immigration Canada is sitting on nearly 400 million dollars worth of those fees. A Vancouver lawyer says that's unfair. Carol will speak with Richa...
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Peggy Killeen My thoughts exactly. Since when is any animal mother not concerned about their babies? It seems more like a natural instinct. Wednesday at 5:40pm
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One fish, two fish...
One million sardines show up in the Redondo Beach's King Harbour. Dead. A foot and a half thick. How do you deal with a million dead fish? We're going to find out tonight.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/go/rss/int/news/-/news/world-us-canada-12683360

Penelope McKibben

Well, they COULD deal with them using a REALLY BIG strainer! Use booms to corral them all together, then scoop them up! (Not sure they would be fit for consumption, by human or feline.)
19 hours ago

Penelope McKibben

Here's an idea of what to do with all these dead fish: freeze them into slabs, and ship them up to the crab fishermen in Dutch Harbor! I'll bet Captains Hansen and Hillstrand and all the rest would be glad to have some inexpensive bait to use in their pots!
19 hours ago
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HE'S HAD HIS PHI L...
I loved the eighties. I'd love to go back, even for just one more night...

Tom Hood likes this.

Jack Brooks

Groan....
Wednesday at 3:58pm
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TREASON FOR WATCHING
...
Jason Medland likes this.